The Vision Enlightenment: Vision One 10-12-07
Becoming the person I was meant to be
Today, Vision Enlightenment One will put me on the path to the person I was meant to be, and I am
mentally, emotionally, monetarily and physically beginning this journey immediately.
I am naturally starting to use my life building skills, creating interesting enthusiastic, and automatic
comprehensions that will provide me with great payoffs towards my new self-discovery, and I'm
learning how valuable I’m becoming every day, because I'm someone with many treasures.
Today, I'm beginning to see some of life's deepest secrets coming in and out of me; and everything
around me is expressing itself, aiding me with my new growth. – I'm reminding myself that I don't
know exactly how to become the person I was meant to be yet; but with the help of Vision
Enlightenment One and its exercises, I will.
Now for an exercise
I should write down 12-descriptions of the person I want to be.
For instance: I will Write- “Becoming the person I will be, means.”
1). I will look and act as a wise person all the time.
2). I will feel myself creating real values every day, non-stop.
3). I will wear nice clothes and shoes, drive new cars, etc.
4). I will create behaviors that will draw great values out of people around me.
5). I will improve my life with great achievements naturally, and without hesitations.
At the bottom of this list, write these statements. – Am I afraid of my own success? And what am I
doing to achieve the things on my list?
I want to remind myself of this list every day, because it's not easy telling myself to change something
that I'm not really familiar with: like changing my life and becoming undoubtedly successful every
minute of the day, non-stop. –And that's okay; because today I'm becoming the person I was meant to
be, by applying Vision Enlightenment One, its exercises, and my lists to my life every day, non-stop.
Once I have the first list mentioned earlier; I want to make another list with 12-descriptions on how I
am becoming the person I was meant to be.
For instance: I will Write- “Becoming the person I am becoming, means.”
1). I am acting like a wise person with great values, rising towards my own prosperity every day.
2). I am building my life with the secrets of Vision Enlightenment One every day and improving
my life naturally.
3). I am wearing my familiar clothing like I just got them, for now.
4). I am creating the best person I know; me.
5). I am taking these new awareness' and molding myself into the person I want to become.
6). I am using my values as a great net, and capturing the hearts and minds of others.
7). I am creating a powerful mind and finding those values hidden throughout the system of things
and drawing them out, like drawing water from the well.

My second list is the joining part of me becoming the person I was meant to be. – My two lists are
always showing me how my mind, heart and behaviors are being joined to life itself every day. And at
the same time, I'm putting missing pieces of my life together like a puzzle as well.
The two lists are my self-analysis, always showing me the inner reflections of myself every day. I carry
my lists with me everywhere I go, so I can see everything clearly before doing anything, because my
two lists is showing me a sure way of becoming the person I was meant to be, successfully.
I know I'm becoming the person I was meant to be – and believing in myself is something I must do
every day. – By having faith in myself, it gives me an assured expectation of the things that will come
to me as time passes – and I'm expecting my life to change into those expectations on my two lists.
Those behaviors on my two lists are always showing me the real values inside me, little by little, nonstop: And I'm still waiting to fully express these real values inside my lifestyle every minute of the day.
While I'm carrying my lists with me everywhere I go, no matter where I am; the two lists are always
showing me that I'm definitely headed in the right direction towards great wealth, great health and nonstop prosperity, every day. – Those behaviors existing inside my two lists are naturally changing and
improving my life automatically. – And I don't ever want anything stopping that!
While carrying my lists with me everywhere I go, great things are taking place inside my life all the
time, whether I realize it or not. My two lists are always showing me which direction I'm headed in.
They are my guiding lights, showing me the way to successful living.
I feel my two lists growing inside me every day, and I'm becoming motivated and inspired about the
person I'm becoming.
I'm very interested in my two lists because they are really showing me how to enjoy and prosper from
my life now; and it feels wonderful knowing that I have something growing inside me that I have
complete control of. - Me.
I have a strong interest in my two lists because they're showing me a more positive side of myself and
the life around me. – And I feel like I want to, and I will become the person I was meant to be by
reading and absorbing this Vision Enlightenment and reminding myself of these values every minute of
the day.
With those secrets growing inside me everyday, from my lists – I feel myself changing and naturally
improving, no matter what's happening in my life. And I'm beginning to walk and talk with real values
all the time now.
I don't have any problems absorbing my lists every day, because they are always improving my
comprehensions and awareness’ about myself. – Plus, they are helping me join Vision Enlightenment
One; the person I was meant to be – to Vision Enlightenment Two; living the life I was meant to live.
There are no out of the way exercises to this Vision Enlightenment. All I have to do is spend most of
my days becoming familiar with my two lists and absorb these powerful secrets daily and regularly plus, absorb the second-hand motion moving around the face of the clock, to help me join my life to the
many movements hidden inside of life itself, every day, non-stop.

There's another Vision that Vision Enlightenment One reveals.
Everyone - has a great door inside of him or herself waiting to be opened to the person he or she was
meant to be. If I don't discover and open my own door, then I will never feel the freedom to soar to
great heights of self-accomplishments and great achievements. Because now I know that there are a lot
of secrets in life waiting for me to discover them; and I'm one of the few who knows of that fact.
Today, I feel myself becoming equal with everyone. – Equality is only created by having equal
thoughts and behaviors.
I can feel the behaviors on my lists entering me all day long, helping me feel equal with everyone
everyday– Plus, I have a clearer focus for developing greater insights and strengths to open my own
inner treasure-chest as well.
I'm the only one who has total control of my life, and the Vision Enlightenments and their exercises are
reminding and helping me see that very clearly every day, and I'm becoming familiar with that unique
person hidden inside me and drawing it out.
At this point, my mind's eye is comprehending new inspirations from knowing that I have great secrets
coming in and out of me, non-stop. Today, my lifestyle is developing interest and strengths I never
knew I had before.
Those illusions, mirages and tickling of the ear that prevented me from becoming the person I was
meant to be in the past are beginning to lose their strengths, vanishing into thin air. My comprehensions
and awareness' is expanding, I can mentally and physically feel deeper inside myself than ever before.
These secrets and my efforts are joining together, reconditioning me for my new and improved
lifestyle.
With Vision Enlightenment One, I'm getting control of the income and outcome of my life for the very
first time. I'm beginning to see how my lists is improving my behaviors every minute of the day from
the secrets living inside these powerful pages, and I'm applying myself to them everyday, non-stop.
Now I feel Vision Enlightenment One automatically connecting me to life's hidden secrets that moves
non-stop; and this is how I'm moving inside of life itself, non-stop; because I want to always feel life
guiding me towards non-stop achievements, instantly, automatically, continuously, naturally, and
without hesitations.
While feeling my lists growing inside me; I know my lists aren't enough by themselves. I can feel
something else slowly pulling me inside of life naturally as well, but I don't know exactly where it's
coming from.
Vision Enlightenment One says, “What is the one thing that moves and never stops?”
“Time”
I knew that!

Vision Enlightenment One says; “Sure, everyone knows that – but, not everyone knows that Time is
moving them towards their destinations keeping them alive and prosperous everyday, automatically.
Time and existence is always moving everyone towards living wealthier, healthier, and happier nonstop. And Vision Enlightenment One is pulling you in that direction every minute of the day, creating
your future while you are still dragging along inside your past attempts at real living; “don't ever forget
that!”
– Now that Vision Enlightenment One has my full attention and filling me with wisdom I've never had
before now; I'm getting stronger!
Vision Enlightenment One says, “Stop right now and watch the second hand going around the face of
the clock for 1-minute. – Watch how time is giving you your life.
Watch how time is showing you how it really works.
Feel how time is moving you throughout each day, naturally.
Feel how you are being controlled by time every day.
Feel how time is pulling you inside these secret pages and giving you real values, greater insights and
non-stop comprehensions towards successful living.”
Now stop and watch the clock for 1-minute, and feel how life is placing itself inside you every day.
After that exercise, I feel the power of life moving me now. I feel life placing me inside successful
living, and it’s contributing to everything I do. I'm getting stronger knowing that everything I do and
say from now on, is part of the power moving inside of life naturally. I can also see and feel how time
is controlling everyone else around me as well.
Time is the lightest substance I know; because it carries everyone and everything to their destinations
every day. Time is also showing me how I'm being brought under its guidance, it's pulling me inside the
mind-frame I've always wanted to be in.
With these new visions and secrets taking hold of me, I can see and feel myself venturing into a whole
new lifestyle every day. I can see how other people are standing on the outside of the Vision
Enlightenments, and life, living without these secrets. - They are allowing real living and great
achievements to pass them by, going unnoticed every day.
I've chosen to grow inside real living – not watch it pass by without me, because I'm feeding my
hungers and quenching my thirsts with life's hidden giving fountains and these secrets every day.
Vision Enlightenment One says – “Now imagine seeing yourself as being one person making up the
entire population of humankind, and how you are being connected with everyone.”
Everyone is capable of seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling and touching life's hidden gifts to real living.
And seeing life through these powerful secrets is showing me that I'm going to get a lot of people to
help me build a better life for myself and future generations to come.
I'm beginning to see how happiness and achievements are naturally and automatically achieved; and
how I'm going to obtain great love, great riches, great wealth, great health and non-stop happiness with
these powerful secrets living inside me every day.

Everywhere I go, I can feel everyone handing me a portion of him or herself, freely. – And all I have to
do is keep showing them that I have the real secrets to successful living, every day.
I can really feel these secrets pulling me inside the person I was meant to be; and this is what I'm
expecting out of my life everyday becoming the person I was meant to be, naturally and automatically.
Vision Enlightenment One says: Once I've spent enough valuable time reading and absorbing these
powerful secrets and my two lists; plus, joining my life inside the movements of time and life itself, I
will begin moving everyone and everything into place with these powerful secrets everywhere I go. –
In other words, I will have the wisdom and power over many people, places and things.
Soon, I will begin walking inside of life, moving and shaping things to fit the person I was meant to be.
– But I must continue reading and absorbing the Vision Enlightenments and their exercises regularly by
continuously joining my life to this great purpose and build paradise here on earth for me and my loved
ones.
Vision Enlightenment One is showing me that life is giving me and humankind enough time to carry
out its purpose. – I know I can't control time; but if I join time, I will feel the axles on which everyone
and everything is being controlled by life's hidden purpose to live paradise here on earth. – Plus, I'm
molding the future of my loved ones as well. And I will be able to seek out my greatest strengths to
become the person I was meant to be, naturally.
Every time I read and absorb Vision Enlightenment One, I feel life and time flowing through me;
reminding me that it has 24-hours moving inside of life, and me, everyday. And life wants me to learn
how its powers really work.
I'm familiar with life's 24-hour dial on the clock; but I'm not familiar with its 1,440-minutes or its
86,400-seconds time frame in one day; but I'm learning.
While I'm thinking about time moving inside of 24-hours; life is showing me another extension of its
power and existence. – Filling my awareness with a year of minutes and seconds; showing me that it
contains 525,600 minutes, and 31,536,000 seconds in one full year.
These secrets are expanding my comprehensions; showing me inside a full year that I've never seen
before. – Now I have the wisdom to measure the distance of my present goals, and future
achievements.
While I'm absorbing Vision Enlightenment One, I'm thinking about my two lists and feeling time
moving me inside of life at the same time. Thoughts are coming inside me, making me feel this is the
life I was supposed to live.
I'm beginning to see how life is filling me with great riches and honor, wealth, health and non-stop
happiness every day.
All the time I've been on this planet; I never imagined my life being filled with this much wealth and
secrets, until now.

Vision Enlightenment One says; “You better get used to these secrets, because the person you was
meant to be is going to desire these secrets everyday, now that your mind's eye has seen them. – Not to
mention how good it feels having these secrets flowing inside you right now. – These secrets are
opening your mind up to a Whole New World of Values, and Treasures within you.”
Now Vision Enlightenment One says; “Welcome to the world of the unseen controlling the scene.”
I want to hear this announcement everyday because it's helping me see things that I've never seen
before; and it's helping me do things I've never done before as well.
Vision Enlightenment One is constantly filling my mind with enlightenments to go way-beyond
anything I've ever done in the past. – I'm getting greater insights, and seeing hidden secrets revealing
themselves to me all the time. – I should've been like this a long time ago.
Whenever I need a reminder of how successful I'm becoming; all I have to do is look back into my
past, just for a moment- and remember how life was always giving me insights and secrets to
successful living, in some form or another. – Now I feel that I've always walked in the direction to
successful living; especially now that I've found Vision Enlightenment One. – Or should I say – now
that Vision Enlightenment One has found me.
And from now on, I will feel these powerful secrets showing me a better way of building a better
tomorrow, today. – While I'm absorbing these secret pages everyday, I'm activating a unique person
who's coming out and molding a better lifestyle and future.
All I have to do is continue absorbing my two lists, along with reading Vision Enlightenment One,
regularly - like joining two hands together making a sculpture out of clay. And I will become the person
I was meant to be without questions.
By continuously absorbing the Vision Enlightenments on a daily and regular basis into my psyche
(awareness;) I'm becoming a person of great honor and influence, naturally. My behaviors are
transforming my life and future into the thought pictures coming from these powerful secrets and my
two lists. Now I'm changing from within, automatically.
My focus is becoming clearer as I continue absorbing my two lists, along with these great secrets
throughout each day. – Now I feel my future showing me the kind of people I want to help build a
better lifestyle for myself, and my loved ones.
Vision Enlightenment One is continuously opening my mind to the person I was meant to be, because
every time I look over my two lists, I'm learning each one by heart by absorbing them inside my
memory. This is helping me rebuild and recondition my life with new strengths and behaviors so I can
see and feel myself becoming the person I was meant to be, naturally.
Absorbing these secrets on a regular basis is like standing in a warm wind. – I can't see it; but I can
surely feel it!
Having Vision Enlightenment One is like having life opening up and handing me its greatest secrets to
real living, and I feel life's hidden powers coming inside me right now. And each day, I'm becoming
wiser and stronger becoming the person I was meant to be.

I only have two absorbing exercises in this Vision Enlightenment; about six-minutes total. – One
minute watching time moving inside of life, and five-minutes looking over my two lists everyday –
along with absorbing these Vision Enlightenment pages; at least once a day, to see and get my full share
in life, everyday.
My absorbing strengths is getting stronger, while joining with life's giving sources, its filling me with
new insights, new visions, new inspirations, and newer awareness' to become the person I was meant to
be.
These giving pages are making me feel like I'm living with the giving fountains of life itself, filling me
with refreshments for greater accomplishments, and non-stop achievements.
Every time I look over my two lists; it feels like I'm standing in front of a mirror seeing my own
reflections of becoming the person I was meant to be. – By looking over my lists on a regular and daily
basis, I can see that beautiful person coming to life inside me now.
From this day forward; every morning after I wake up, I want to start my day by filling my mind, my
hands, and my life with the Vision Enlightenments and their exercises so I can journey into the person I
was meant to be, non-stop.
I have one last reminder.
Always absorb the Vision Enlightenments, their exercises, and the moving sensations hidden inside of
life itself, everyday – and join the person I was meant to be, to the life I'm beginning to live.
This Vision Enlightenment has shown me at least 1,800-seconds out of 86,400.

